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Galileo was the first artificial satellite to orbit Jupiter. During its late orbital mission the spacecraft made
two passages through the giant planet’s gossamer ring system. The impact-ionization dust detector on
board successfully recorded dust impacts during both ring passages and provided the first in-situ mea-
surements from a dusty planetary ring. During the first passage—on 5 November 2002 while Galileo
was approaching Jupiter—dust measurements were collected until a spacecraft anomaly at 2.33RJ (Jupiter
radii) just 16 min after a close flyby of Amalthea put the spacecraft into a safing mode. The second ring
passage on 21 September 2003 provided ring dust measurements down to about 2.5RJ and the Galileo
spacecraft was destroyed shortly thereafter in a planned impact with Jupiter. In all, a few thousand dust
impacts were counted with the instrument accumulators during both ring passages, but only a total of
110 complete data sets of dust impacts were transmitted to Earth. Detected particle sizes range from
about 0.2 to 5 lm, extending the known size distribution by an order of magnitude towards smaller par-
ticles than previously derived from optical imaging [Showalter, M.R., de Pater, I., Verbanac, G., Hamilton,
D.P., Burns, J.A., 2008. Icarus 195, 361–377; de Pater, I., Showalter, M.R., Macintosh, B., 2008. Icarus 195,
348–360]. The grain size distribution increases towards smaller particles and shows an excess of these
tiny motes in the Amalthea gossamer ring compared to the Thebe ring. The size distribution for the Amal-
thea ring derived from our in-situ measurements for the small grains agrees very well with the one
obtained from images for large grains. Our analysis shows that particles contributing most to the optical
cross-section are about 5 lm in radius, in agreement with imaging results. The measurements indicate a
large drop in particle flux immediately interior to Thebe’s orbit and some detected particles seem to be on
highly-tilted orbits with inclinations up to 20�. Finally, the faint Thebe ring extension was detected out to
at least 5RJ, indicating that grains attain higher eccentricities than previously thought. The drop interior
to Thebe, the excess of submicron grains at Amalthea, and the faint ring extension indicate that grain
dynamics is strongly influenced by electromagnetic forces. These findings can all be explained by a sha-
dow resonance as detailed by Hamilton and Krüger [Hamilton, D.P., Krüger, H., 2008. Nature 453, 72–75].

� 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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C1. Previous imaging results

All four giant planets of our Solar System are surrounded by
huge tenuous ring systems which contain mostly micrometer-
and submicrometer-sized dust particles (Burns et al., 2001). In
these rings, dust densities are so low that particle collisions are
negligible, and grain dynamics is substantially perturbed by non-
gravitational forces. The ‘dusty’ rings are interesting and valuable
counterpoints to the collisionally dominated opaque and dense
rings of Saturn and Uranus which are populated primarily by mac-
roscopic centimeter- to meter-sized objects.
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Jupiter’s ring system was investigated with remote imaging
from the Earth and from the Voyager, Galileo, Cassini and New
Horizons spacecraft, revealing significant structure in the ring: at
least four components have been identified (Ockert-Bell et al.,
1999; Burns et al., 1999; de Pater et al., 1999): the main ring, inte-
rior halo and two gossamer rings. The small moons Metis, Adras-
tea, Amalthea and Thebe are embedded in the ring system and
act as sources of ring dust via meteoroid impact erosion of their
surfaces (Burns et al., 1999). The faint gossamer rings appear to ex-
tend primarily inward from the orbits of Amalthea and Thebe (Figs.
1 and 2). In addition, the vertical limits of each moon’s slightly in-
clined orbit very closely match the vertical extensions of these two
rings (Ockert-Bell et al., 1999). These observations imply a close
relationship between the rings and embedded moonlets. Outside
the orbit of Thebe, a swath of faint material is seen out to about
3.75RJ (Jupiter radius, RJ = 71,492 km) distance from the planet.
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Beyond this distance, the rings fade slowly into the background.
Normal optical depths are about 10�6 for the main ring and halo,
and about 10–100 times less for the Amalthea ring and Thebe
rings. Analysis of the few gossamer ring images implies particle ra-
dii of 5–10 lm with additional contributions from larger material
(Showalter et al., 2008; de Pater et al., 2008). In this paper, we
show that smaller grains are also present in large numbers.

The simplest picture of particle dynamics in the ring implies
that dust grains ejected from the surfaces of each moon would rap-
idly disperse in longitude and nodal angles while maintaining their
initial inclinations (Burns et al., 1999). As such material evolves in-
ward under Poynting–Robertson drag, it would naturally produce
the two overlapping rings with rectangular profiles. Support for
this interpretation comes from the fact that both gossamer rings
show concentrations at the vertical extremes, where particles on
inclined orbits spend most of their time. The extension of Thebe’s
gossamer ring beyond Thebe’s orbit and recently identified radial
structure in the gossamer rings, however, violates this simple
and elegant picture and has been attributed to an electromagnetic
process involving Jupiter’s intense magnetic field by Hamilton and
Krüger (2008). Similarly, recent Keck imaging by de Pater et al.
(2008), which highlights large backscattering ring particles,
showed that the Amalthea and Thebe rings appear to be confined
to regions just interior to their bounding satellites.

2. Galileo in-situ dust measurements

The Galileo spacecraft was the first artificial satellite of Jupiter,
circling the giant planet between 1996 and 2003. Near the end of
the mission, the spacecraft passed directly through the rings twice,
on 5 November 2002 and 21 September 2003, offering a unique
opportunity for in-situ studies of planetary rings. The in-situ dust
detector on board (Grün et al., 1992) counted several thousand
dust impacts during both ring passages, and the full data sets, con-
sisting of impact direction, charge amplitudes, rise times, etc., for
110 separate impacts were transmitted to Earth. The first ring pas-
sage included a close flyby at Amalthea with a closest approach
distance of 244 km, just outside the Hill sphere of this jovian moon.
The flyby provided an improved mass estimate for the satellite,
with an implied density of �800 kg m�3 (Anderson et al., 2005).

Galileo’s traversal of Jupiter’s gossamer rings provided the first
in-situ measurements of a dusty planetary ring. In-situ dust mea-
surements nicely complement imaging, providing important addi-
tional information about the physical properties of the dust
environment. In particular, in-situ measurements constrain dust
spatial densities along the spacecraft trajectory as well as grain
masses, size distributions, impact speeds and grain dynamics.

In this paper we present and analyse the complete in-situ dust
measurements obtained during both Galileo gossamer ring pas-
sages. We analyse grain impact directions and impact rates and de-
rive dust number densities and grain size distributions from the
measurements. We interpret results in terms of the gossamer
rings’ structure and the dynamics of charged ring particles.

2.1. Dust detection geometry

Galileo was a dual spinning spacecraft with an antenna that
pointed antiparallel to the positive spin axis. The antenna usually
pointed towards Earth. The Dust Detector System (DDS) was
mounted on the spinning section of Galileo underneath the magne-
tometer boom (Kivelson et al., 1992), with the sensor axis offset by
60� from the positive spin axis (Krüger et al., 1999b). Fig. 3 shows a
schematic view of the Galileo spacecraft and the geometry of dust
detection.

The rotation angle, H, measured the viewing direction of the
dust sensor at the time of a dust impact. During one spin revolution
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
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of the spacecraft, H scanned through a complete circle of 360�. At
H ’ 90� and ’270� the sensor axis lay nearly in the ecliptic plane,
and at 0� it was close to the ecliptic north direction. Rotation angles
are taken positive around the negative spin axis of the spacecraft
which pointed towards Earth. This is done to facilitate comparison
of the Galileo spin angle data with those taken by Ulysses, which,
unlike Galileo, had its positive spin axis pointed towards Earth
(Grün et al., 1995).

The field-of-view (FOV) of the dust sensor target was 140�. Due
to the offset of 60� between the sensor axis and the spacecraft spin
axis, over one spacecraft spin revolution, the sensor axis scanned
the surface of a cone with 120� opening angle centered on the
anti-Earth direction. Dust particles that arrived from within 10�
of the positive spin axis (anti-Earth direction) could be detected
at all rotation angles H, whereas those that arrived with angles be-
tween 10� and 130� from the positive spin axis could be detected
over only a limited range of rotation angles. In the frame fixed to
the spacecraft, we define the impact angle between the impact
velocity and the sensor axis as /, and the angle between the impact
velocity and the spacecraft’s anti-Earth spin axis as w.

Fig. 3 shows that the magnetometer boom ([MAG]; Kivelson
et al., 1992) was in the field of view of the dust sensor. The Ener-
getic Particles Detector (EPD; Williams et al., 1992) and the Plasma
Instrument (PLS; Frank et al., 1992) partially obscured the FOV of
the dust sensor as well (Fig. 4). In other words, at certain spacecraft
rotation angles H, particles approaching at angles with respect to
the spacecraft spin axis w P 90� hit the boom and these Galileo
instruments instead of the sensor target. The effect of this obscura-
tion was first recognized in measurements of the jovian dust
stream particles (Krüger et al., 1999b).

2.2. Dust impact and noise identification

Dust grains hitting the sensor target generate a plasma cloud of
evaporating grain and target material. For each impact, three inde-
pendent measurements of the resulting plasma cloud were used to
derive the impact speed v and the mass m of the particle: the elec-
tron signal, an ion signal, and a channeltron signal (Grün et al.,
1992). The charge Q released upon impact onto the target is
roughly described by the relation (Göller and Grün, 1989)

Q / m � v3:5: ð1Þ

The dust instrument was empirically calibrated in the speed
range 2–70 km s�1. Furthermore, the coincidence times of the
three charge signals together with the charges themselves are used
to sort each impact into one of four classes. Class 3 impacts have
three charge signals, two are required for class 2 and class 1 events,
and only one for class 0 (Baguhl, 1993; Grün et al., 1995; Krüger
et al., 1999a). In addition to the four classes, the dust data were cat-
egorised into six amplitude ranges of the impact-generated ion
charge, each range covering one order of magnitude in charge (here
denoted by AR1 to AR6; Grün et al., 1995). Hence, taking the clas-
ses and amplitude ranges together, the dust data were grouped
into 4 � 6 = 24 categories.

Class 3 signals, our highest quality, are real dust impacts while
class 0 events are mostly noise. Class 1 and class 2 events were true
dust impacts in interplanetary space (Baguhl et al., 1993; Krüger
et al., 1999a). However, during Galileo’s entire Jupiter mission from
1996 to 2002—while the spacecraft was in the inner jovian magne-
tosphere—energetic particles from the jovian plasma environment
caused enhanced noise rates in class 2 and the lower quality clas-
ses. By analysing the properties of the jovian stream particles and
comparing them with the noise events, the noise could be elimi-
nated from the class 2 data (Krüger et al., 1999b, 2005). In partic-
ular, most class 0 and class 1 events detected in the jovian
environment are probably noise.
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Before the two ring flybys that are the subject of this paper,
Galileo had only once been within 6RJ of the planet, on approach
in December 1995. Due to uncertainty about the effects of Jupiter’s
harsh radiation environment, the dust instrument was switched to
a less sensitive mode to protect it (Grün et al., 1996). Accordingly, a
very low noise rate was measured. The instrument’s sensitivity
was later increased, and for the duration of the mission, it recorded
an increasing noise level with decreasing distance to the planet.

We have tested the applicability of the noise identification
scheme, described in detail by Krüger et al. (1999b) and Krüger
et al. (2005), to the near-Jupiter region and improved upon it. A
modified noise identification scheme was derived for the gossamer
ring data by Moissl (2005), showing that class 1 also contains likely
candidates for real dust impacts. For class 2, AR1 only the target-
ion grid coincidence was used as a criterion for noise events (i.e.
EIC = 0) while for the higher amplitude ranges (AR2-6) the scheme
of Krüger et al. (2005) was applied unchanged (i.e. [EA-IA 6 1 or
EA-IA P 7] and CA 6 2; EA, IA and CA are the digital values of the
charge amplitudes measured on the target, ion grid and channel-
tron, respectively—see Grün et al., 1995 for a description of these
parameters). For class 1 the following criterion for noise events
was used independent of the amplitude range of the event: [EA-
IA 6 2 or EA-IA P 9] and CA 6 2. More details of the noise identifi-
cation in the gossamer ring data will be described by Krüger et al.
(in preparation).

We use this scheme throughout this paper to separate noise
events from true dust impacts. Note that this noise removal tech-
nique uses statistical arguments and is applicable to large data sets
only; individual dust impacts may be erroneously classified as
noise and vice versa.

2.3. Instrument operation and data transmission

Galileo had a very low data transmission capability because of
the failure of its high-gain antenna to open completely. For the
dust measurements this meant that the full set of parameters mea-
sured during a dust particle impact or noise spike could only be
transmitted to Earth for a limited number of events. The data sets
of all other events (whether noise or true impacts) were lost. All
events (dust and noise), however, were always counted with one
of the 24 accumulators (Grün et al., 1995) as described in Section
2.2. This allows us to correct the dust measurements for incom-
plete data transmission and to derive reliable event rates. In partic-
ular, no indications for unrecognized accumulator overflows were
seen in the data from both gossamer ring passages as has been
problematic for some other stages of the mission (Krüger et al.,
2001).

Galileo dust data could be read out from the instrument
memory with different rates (see Krüger et al. (2001), for a
description). In order to maximise the data transmitted from
the two gossamer ring passages, the read-out cycle was set to
the fastest useful mode during the respective passage. For the
ring passage on 5 November 2002 this meant that dust data
were read-out from the instrument memory and written to the
Galileo tape recorder in so-called record mode which started at
02:44 UTC, i.e. 18 min before Galileo crossed Io’s orbit during ap-
proach to Jupiter. The latest data set measured in each ampli-
tude range was read-out at approximately 1 min intervals and
written to the onboard tape recorder for later transmission to
Earth. Hence, for impact rates up to �1 min�1 in each amplitude
range, all data sets could be transmitted to Earth. For higher
rates, a fraction of these data sets were lost. This mode gave
the highest time resolution of the dust measurements at any
time during the mission: about 1 min. The completeness of the
transmitted data sets varied between 100% in the highest ampli-
tude ranges (AR2-4) in the faint ring extension beyond Thebe’s
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
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orbit down to only 4% for the lowest amplitude range (AR1) in
the more populated Amalthea ring.

Dust data were obtained in record mode during Galileo’s approach
to Jupiter until a spacecraft anomaly (safing) on 5 November 2002 at
06:35 UTC prevented the collection of further data. This anomaly oc-
curred at a distance of 2.33RJ from Jupiter, 16 min after closest ap-
proach to Amalthea (at 2.54RJ) and limited the total period of dust
measurements obtained from the gossamer rings to about 100 min.
Although the instrument continued to measure dust impacts after
the spacecraft anomaly, the data were not written to the tape and,
hence, most of them were lost. Only the data sets of a few impact
events which occurred in the ring region traversed by Galileo after
the spacecraft anomaly were obtained from a full memory readout
on 18 November 2002. These data, however, have only a low time res-
olution of about 4.3 h which is on the order of the duration of the en-
tire gossamer ring passage. Only the total number of events (dust plus
noise) in each amplitude range can be derived from the accumulators
for the ring region traversed after the spacecraft anomaly.

During Galileo’s second gossamer ring passage on 21 September
2003, the dust data had to be transmitted to Earth immediately be-
cause the spacecraft struck Jupiter and was destroyed less than an
hour later. Therefore, the dust instrument memory was read-out
in the fastest mode that allowed data to be transmitted in real time
(realtime science mode; see Krüger et al. (2001)). Unfortunately,
time resolution in this mode was limited to 7 min. The overall com-
pleteness of the transmitted data was about 10% in the faint Thebe
ring extension and about 5% in the Thebe ring. Due to lower count
rates in the higher amplitude ranges, the completeness of transmis-
sion was generally better in the higher amplitude ranges. The last
data set from the Galileo dust instrument received on Earth was read
out from the dust instrument memory at 17:59 UTC when the space-
craft was at a jovicentric distance of about 2.5RJ. Thus, data from this
ring passage provided in-situ dust measurements from the gossa-
mer rings for a total period of about 60 min with no measurements
coming from within Amalthea’s orbit.

The motion of Galileo through the gossamer rings together with
the readout frequency of the dust instrument memory defined the
maximum spatial resolution achievable with the ring measure-
ments. During the first ring passage, with 1 min readout frequency
in record mode, Galileo moved �1800 km through the ring along
its trajectory between two adjacent instrument readouts. This cor-
responds to a motion in radial distance of about 1100 km (or
0.015RJ). For the second ring passage the radial resolution was only
about 14,000 km or 0.2RJ. The ring and the Galileo trajectory are
sketched in Figs. 1 and 2 and the characteristics of both ring pas-
sages are summarized in Table 1.

During the entire first ring passage a total of several thousand
dust impacts were counted. Approximately 330 of these happened
before the spacecraft safing at 2.33RJ inbound to Jupiter. With the
optimised noise identification scheme described in Section 2.2
complete data sets of 90 true dust impacts were identified in the
Galileo recorded data from the region between 3.75RJ and 2.33RJ.
During the second ring passage approximately 260 dust impacts
were counted down to 2.5RJ inbound to Jupiter. At this distance
dust data transmission ceased before Galileo hit Jupiter. Twenty
data sets of dust impacts detected between 3.75RJ and 2.5RJ were
transmitted to Earth.

2.4. Mass and speed calibration

Grain impact speeds and masses are usually derived from Eq. (1)
and an empirical calibration obtained in the laboratory (Grün et al.,
1995). Analysis of the dust data measured during Galileo’s entire
Jupiter mission, however, revealed strong degradation of the instru-
ment electronics which affected the speed and mass calibration. The
degradation was most likely caused by the harsh radiation environ-
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 1. Projection of Galileo’s trajectory through the gossamer ring region on 5
November 2002 (Galileo orbit A34) and 21 September 2003 (orbit J35) onto
Jupiter’s equatorial plane. The orbits of the small moons Thebe, Amalthea, Adrastea
and Metis are indicated by dashed lines. Crosses indicate 1-h time intervals. The
different gossamer ring regions are highlighted. Galileo’s closest approach to
Amalthea occurred on 5 November 2002 at 06:19 UTC (indicated by a filled circle).
Thick solid sections of Galileo’s trajectory indicate time periods when dust data
were obtained.
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ment in the inner jovian magnetosphere, and a detailed analysis was
published by Krüger et al. (2005). Here we recall only the most sig-
nificant results which are relevant for the gossamer ring measure-
ments: (i) the sensitivity of the instrument for dust impacts and
noise dropped with time, (ii) the amplification of the charge ampli-
fiers degraded, leading to reduced measured impact charge values,
(iii) drifts in the charge rise times measured at the target and the
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Fig. 2. Top: Mosaic of Galileo images of Jupiter’s gossamer rings taken when the spacecraf
are overexposed (solid white) at the left hand side of the image. To the right are the Amalt
extremes of the radial and vertical motions of Amalthea and Thebe as caused by their ec
(shown in blue). Bottom: Galileo’s trajectories during the ring passages on 5 November 2
were collected during both passages are highlighted as thick lines. The approximate lo
position during closest approach on 5 November 2002 is marked by a filled circle (from
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
ion collector lead to prolonged rise time measurements, (iv) degra-
dation of the channeltron required five increases of the channeltron
high voltage during the Galileo Jupiter mission, (v) no impact or
noise event was registered in the highest ion charge amplitude
ranges AR5 and AR6 after July 1999. In particular, (ii) and (iii) affect
the mass and speed calibration of the dust instrument. For dust mea-
surements taken after the year 2000, masses and speeds derived
from the instrument calibration must be taken with caution because
the electronics degradation was severe. Only in cases where impact
speeds are known from other arguments, such as exist here in the
gossamer rings, can reliable particle masses be derived. This will
be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.
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3. Results

3.1. Dust impact rates

In Fig. 5 we show examples of the impact rates measured during
either gossamer ring passage of Galileo as derived from the accu-
mulators of the dust instrument. We show the rates for the classes
and amplitude ranges for which a sufficiently large number of
events were counted so that meaningful rate curves could be
derived.

The rates measured in all categories (i.e. classes and ion ampli-
tude ranges) increased during approach to Jupiter. From the outer
edge of the Thebe ring extension until the time when the dust mea-
surements stopped in the Amalthea ring due to the spacecraft
anomaly, the increase was about two orders of magnitude in the
lowest channels, AR1, whereas it was only one order of magnitude
in the higher channels (AR2-4). This indicates a higher fraction of
small particles in the Amalthea ring than in the Thebe ring and
the faint Thebe ring extension. In all channels, the highest rates oc-
curred inside Amalthea’s orbit when the spacecraft crossed into the
more densely populated Amalthea ring. No impacts were mea-
sured in the largest categories AR5 and AR6 during both gossamer
ring passages.

The instrument accumulators do not contain any information of
whether the counted events were due to noise or real dust impacts.
t was very nearly in the ring plane (from Burns et al. (1999)). The halo and main ring
hea ring (shown in yellow) and the Thebe ring (shown in red). Crosses mark the four
centric and inclined orbits. A very faint extension reaches out beyond Thebe’s orbit
002 (solid line) and 21 September 2003 (dashed line). The sections where dust data
cations of the moons’ orbits are indicated by vertical dashed lines and Amalthea’s
Hamilton and Krüger (2008)) (for interpretation of the references to colour in this

measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 4. Dust instrument FOV and obscuration by the magnetometer boom, the PLS and th
sensor target. Left: first ring passage on 5 November 2002 (A34); right: second passage on
angle) from the sensor axis in 10� steps. The spacecraft spin axis is at / = 60� towards the
ring particles on circular prograde orbits during each ring passage (Moissl, 2005). The w
velocity and the anti-Earth spin axis during the motion of Galileo through the ring. Not

Table 1
Characteristics of Galileo gossamer ring dust measurements.

Date (Galileo orbit number) 5 November 2002
(A34)

21 September 2003
(J35)

Distance range measured >2.33RJ J 2.5RJ

Measurement time within 3.75RJ 100 min 60 min
Time resolution 1 min 7 min
Spatial resolution (radial) 0.015RJ 0.2RJ

Number of dust impacts counted �330 �260
Number of dust data sets

transmitted
90 20

Dust impact speed� 18–20 km s�1 26–30 km s�1

Dust detection threshold �0.2 lm �0.2 lm

� Dust particles were assumed to orbit Jupiter on circular prograde uninclined
orbits.
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Section 2.2) an empirical noise correction factor had to be applied.
This factor can only be derived from the data sets transmitted with
their full information and it is taken as the ratio between the num-
ber of noise events and the total number of events transmitted
within a given time interval (dust plus noise; see also Krüger
et al. (2001)). Here, the noise rate was calculated as the average
over a 1 h interval. The criteria for the identification of individual
noise events in the gossamer ring data are given in Section 2.2.

The rate data from the first ring passage show a dip between
Thebe’s and Amalthea’s orbits for both low and high amplitude
ranges. The dip is most clearly evident in the lowest amplitude
range AR1 where we have the highest number of counted events.
The event rate dropped by about a factor of two to five at this loca-
tion, and the measurements obtained for other particle sizes and
during the second ring passage are all consistent with the existence
of this dip. One worry, however, is that the noise rate for classes 1
and 2 and the lower amplitude ranges exceeded 80% during some
periods of the ring passage, causing the noise removal to lead to
large uncertainties in the impact rate. But class 3, our highest qual-
ity class, was noise-free and amplitude range AR4 is also expected
to be relatively noise-free in class 2. Focusing our attention to these
higher quality data, we also see evidence for a dip, which we plot in
the right two panels of Fig. 5. Unfortunately, the event rate de-
tected in class 3 for the A34 passage was too low to produce the
corresponding plot, and so we plot the lower quality class 2 in-
e EPD instruments for an imaginary observer looking outward from the center of the
21 September 2003 (J35). Concentric circles denote the angular distance / (impact

bottom (marked by a cross). The shaded areas show the modelled range scanned by
idth of the shaded areas is due to the variation of the angle w between the impact

e that the sensor side wall is not considered here.

measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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stead. Additional support for this interpretation comes from recent
ring imaging de Pater et al., 2008 and increased energetic particle
fluxes measured in the dip region with the EPD instrument on-
board Galileo (Norbert Krupp, private communication). We there-
fore conclude that the dip in the impact rate is real, implying a
true drop in the dust number density in the Thebe ring. The conse-
quences for grain dynamics and the ring structure will be discussed
in Section 4.4.

An additional feature is the extension of the outer gossamer
ring far beyond its previously known outer edge at 3.75RJ. Interest-
ingly, the impact rate profile for the smallest particles is relatively
flat beyond 3.75RJ whereas inside this distance it increases towards
Jupiter. These small submicron particles do not scatter light well
and so cannot be seen in optical images; some may be in the pro-
cess of escaping the gossamer rings as predicted by Hamilton and
Burns (1993).

During its first ring passage on 5 November 2002 Galileo had a
close flyby of 100-km Amalthea at a closest approach distance of
244 km from the moon’s center. Because the Amalthea gossamer
ring is believed to be maintained by collisional ejecta from Amal-
thea itself, an increased dust impact rate is to be expected in the
close vicinity of this moon: Galileo detected ejecta dust clouds
within the Hill spheres of all four Galilean moons, but outside
the Hill spheres there was no noticeable enhancement (Krüger
et al., 1999c; Krüger et al., 2003). Taking the recently determined
mass of Amalthea (Anderson et al., 2005), its Hill radius is
rHill = 130 km, only slightly larger than the moon itself. Thus, Gali-
leo did not cross Amalthea’s Hill sphere. A spike in the dust flux
was not expected, and is not apparent in the �40-s period when
U
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R
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T

Fig. 5. Dust impact rates (solid curves) measured during both ring passages as derived fr
are given for each panel. For the first ring passage (A34) data were smoothed with a boxc
second passage (J35). Vertical dotted lines indicate the average locations of Amalthea (‘Am
faint ring extension as seen on images (‘Ring Edge’). For the first ring passage (A34) a ve
approach to this moon. Uncertainties due to both noise removal (where necessary—cf. Se
by vertical error bars. This averaging time interval is indicated by horizontal error bars.
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Galileo was within 500 km of Amalthea. Determining the role of
Amalthea as both a source and sink for gossamer ring dust grains
requires detailed physical models of (i) the interplanetary impactor
population and (ii) ring particle dynamics. This primarily theoreti-
cal task is beyond the scope of the current paper.

3.2. Grain impact direction

Images of the gossamer rings taken with Galileo and Earth-
based telescopes imply that the orbits of the ring particles have
very low inclinations with respect to Jupiter’s equatorial plane be-
low 1.5�, and that the majority of the grains move on low-eccentric
or even circular orbits (de Pater et al., 1999; Ockert-Bell et al.,
1999; Burns et al., 1999). In order to calculate the impact direction
of the measured ring particles onto the sensor target and the cor-
responding effective sensor area for these grains, we assumed that
the particles orbit Jupiter on circular prograde trajectories with
effectively zero inclination.

The only additional parameters necessary are the spacecraft tra-
jectory (state vectors) and spacecraft orientation. The spacecraft
trajectory is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and the spacecraft orientation
is constrained by the fact that the antenna pointed within 3� of the
Earth direction during both passages of Galileo through the gossa-
mer rings.

With these assumptions, for particles assumed to be on pro-
grade circular orbits, we calculated the dust impact direction and
the corresponding sensor area. During the first ring passage, the
angle with respect to the spin axis w varied by only 4� in the time
interval of interest here when we obtained high-rate recorded data
E

om the dust instrument accumulators. The ring passage, class and amplitude range
ar average over three data points while no smoothing was applied to data from the
’) and Thebe (‘Th’) along their slightly eccentric orbits (cf. Fig. 2), and the edge of the
rtical dashed line indicates the actual location of Amalthea during Galileo’s closest

ction 3.1) and statistical fluctuations within a 10–20 min time interval are indicated

measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 7. Top panel: Distribution of rotation angles H measured during the first
gossamer ring passage (A34; thick black line) and a modelled detector sensitivity
function (thin red line). The model curve takes into account the sensitivity of the
dust detector target plus side wall, shading by the magnetometer boom and the PLS
and EPD instruments (cf. Fig. 4), and a distribution of the orbit inclinations up to
60�: more than 50% of the detected grains are consistent with inclinations below
10�, about 90% of the inclinations are below 30�, and the maximum inclination is
60� Moissl, 2005[from]. Bottom panel: Modelled detector sensitivity functions for
particle inclinations i = 0�, 30� and 60�. Arrows indicate the regions where the
magnetometer boom (MAG) and the PLS and EPD instruments obscure the detector
FOV. The sensitivity curves are in arbitrary units. The model curves in all panels
include the FOV of both the target and the sensor side wall and they are integrated
over the entire gossamer ring passage (distance range 3.75–2.33RJ) (for interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article).
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from the ring region. In this interval the target area, averaged over
one spacecraft spin revolution (and ignoring obscuration by the
magnetometer boom, PLS and EPD), was 50–55 cm2. During the
second ring passage w varied by about 10� and the sensor target
area changed between 200 and 230 cm2. This, as well as the differ-
ence in spacecraft radial speed (Table 1), accounts for the factor of
�5 increased flux in the second ring passage (J35) as compared to
the first (A34)—see Fig. 5. For both passages the expected rotation
angle for particles orbiting Jupiter on prograde circular trajectories
was H � 90�, and that for retrograde trajectories H � 270�.

The range of the rotation angle distribution DH is determined
by the sensor FOV which is nominally 140�. A smaller FOV was
found for a subset of the 10-nm-sized jovian dust stream particle
impacts (Krüger et al., 1999b); we believe that this reduction is
due to the small sizes and rapid speeds of stream particles. In the
gossamer rings, by contrast, we expect a larger than nominal effec-
tive FOV; recent analysis of Galileo and Ulysses dust data showed
that the sensor FOV for particles much larger than the jovian dust
streams population is almost 180� because the inner sensor side
wall showed a sensitivity for dust impacts comparable to that of
the target itself (Altobelli et al., 2004; Willis et al., 2004; Willis
et al., 2005). We therefore consider an extended FOV for the anal-
ysis of gossamer ring particles. The rotation angles H of the dust
impacts measured during both ring passages are shown in Fig. 6
and histograms showing the number of impacts per rotation angle
bin are given in Figs. 7 and 8. The rotation angle distribution mea-
sured during the first ring passage (A34 on 5 November 2002)
shows a broad gap at H ’ 90� having a width DH ’ ± 20�. This is
due to shadowing by the magnetometer boom (see Fig. 4). No such
gap in the distribution occurred during the J35 encounter (Fig. 8)
consistent with the geometry of that final ring passage (Fig. 4).

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the distribution of the rotation angles
measured during the first gossamer ring passage is much wider
than expected for a sensor target with 140� FOV.

The expected width of the rotation angle distribution for parti-
cles on prograde uninclined circular orbits was DH ’ 100� (cf.
Fig. 4; an analysis of DH vs. w—the angle between the impact
direction and the spacecraft spin axis—is given by Krüger (2003,
his Fig. 2.7b). Hence, the distribution of measured rotation angles
H should cover the range 40� [ H [ 140�. About half of the im-
pacts, however, were detected with rotation angles H J 140� or
U
N
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R
R

Fig. 6. Rotation angles H of dust impacts measured during both gossamer ring passages. Left panel: First ring passage on 5 November 2002 (A34). Right panel: Second ring
passage on 21 September 2003 (J35). Only impacts are shown for which the complete set of measured impact parameters was transmitted to Earth. Solid nearly horizontal
lines indicate the expected width of the rotation angle distribution DH for circular uninclined particle orbits and a sensor target 140� FOV, while dashed lines show the same
for target plus sensor side wall (180� FOV). Vertical dotted lines indicate the orbits of Thebe (‘Th’) and Amalthea (‘Am’) and the edge of the faint ring extension as seen on
images (‘Ring Edge’). We ignore the 1.3� inclination of Jupiter’s orbital plane with respect to the ecliptic plane and Jupiter’s obliquity of about 3� and take the planet’s
equatorial plane to be coplanar with the ecliptic plane for simplicity. The symbol sizes indicate the different amplitude ranges (AR1–AR4).
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H [ 40�. If we include the sensor side wall, the expected range
widens to DH ’ 160� but is still smaller than the measured range.
A similarly broad distribution was also measured during the sec-
ond ring passage on 21 September 2003.

The rotation angle distribution shows even more structure than
just the gap at H ’ 90 ± 20�: Fig. 7 (top panel) reveals an asymme-
try in the sense that the distribution with rotation angles H P 90�
is broader and shallower than the one with H 6 90�. Moissl (2005)
modelled the detector sensitivity and shadowing of the dust sensor
FOV by the magnetometer boom (MAG), the PLS and EPD instru-
ments. The model assumes an inclination distribution consistent
with the measured rotation angles (Fig. 6) and a sensitive area of
target and side wall.

A model curve for particles on circular jovicentric orbits with up
to 60� inclinations is shown as a red solid line in the top panel of
Fig. 7. It gives an overall good agreement with the measured distri-
bution, in particular considering that the spacecraft structures
shading the dust sensor are described by relatively simple approx-
imations and that the statistics of detected grains is rather low.
Deviations occur at H � 60 ± 10� and at the edge of the dust sensor
FOV at H J 170�. In both cases the model underestimates the true
number of detections. It has to be noted that particularly large
uncertainties occur at the edge of the FOV where the sensitive area
drops to zero. Also, the modelled curve underestimates the true
width DH of the rotation angle distribution. It indicates that a lar-
ger fraction of the detected grains may have had orbits with incli-
nations up to about 60� and eccentricities up to 0.2 (Moissl, 2005).
In all, the particle orbits significantly differ from the circular unin-
clined case implied by the ring images.

In order to illustrate the significance of the orbital inclinations
on the width DH of the rotation angle distribution we show in
the bottom panel of Fig. 7 the detector sensitivities averaged over
the entire ring passage (distance range 3.75 to 2.33RJ) for dust par-
ticles with three single inclinations: i = 0�, 30� and 60�. As ex-
pected, the rotation angle distribution becomes wider with
increasing inclinations. Note that the sensitivity for dust detections
from certain narrow rotation angle ranges dropped to zero due to
shading by PLS and the magnetometer boom (indicated by arrows)
while EPD obscured the dust beam only during a fraction of the en-
tire ring passage (cf. Fig. 4) so that the sensitivity towards the
direction of EPD is reduced but not to zero.

One additional potential reason for the extended rotation angle
distribution may be impacts onto the spacecraft structure close to
the dust sensor. Impacts preferentially onto the magnetometer
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
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boom may have generated impact plasma and secondary grain
fragments which may have hit the dust sensor, resembling true im-
pacts at rotation angles where direct impacts of ring particles onto
the target are impossible. Such events should have revealed their
presence by peculiar impact parameters (charge amplitudes, rise
times, coincidences etc.). An analysis of the data from both ring
passages, however, did not show evidence for such peculiarities
for the majority of grains, making this explanation unlikely (Moissl,
2005). The extended distribution appears, therefore, to be due to
the actual distribution of dust and implies large inclinations
(i [ 60�) and non-zero eccentricities (e [ 0.2) for many dust parti-
cles. Inclinations and eccentricities of this magnitude are expected
from the model of Hamilton and Krüger (2008, cf. Section 4.4).

3.3. Grain masses

About 90% of the dust impacts measured during both gossamer
ring passages showed abnormally long rise times of the impact
charge signal caused by degradation of the instrument electronics
(Section 2.4). Application of the instrument calibration derived in
the laboratory before launch would lead to unrealistically low im-
pact speeds and, consequently, erroneously large grain masses.
Thus, the rise time measurement cannot be used for calculating
grain impact speeds. In the gossamer rings, impact speeds are
dominated by the spacecraft’s speed and, assuming that the parti-
cles move on nearly uninclined circular orbits, the impact speed
onto the detector target on 5 November 2002 was about 18 km s�1.
We use this fact as the basis for a procedure to obtain the particle
mass and the number density distributions in this and the follow-
ing section. An overview of the individual processing steps is given
in Fig. 9.

We begin by taking 18 km s�1 instead of the speed derived from
the rise time measurement and calculate the particle mass with Eq.
1, i.e. employing the linear dependence between particle mass m
and impact charge Q. Similar mass calibration methods were suc-
cessfully applied to earlier measurements of interstellar dust
grains (Landgraf et al., 2000) and to dust impacts measured in
the vicinity of the Galilean moons (Krüger et al., 2000, 2003.

An extra complication here is the amplifier degradation that ar-
ose from the accumulated radiation damage to the dust instru-
ment. The damage causes the measured charge amplitude Q to
be too low by a time-dependent factor that has been calculated
by Krüger et al. (2005). For the time period of interest, we estimate
the additional radiation damage received by the spacecraft and
determine a correction factor of 5 for the ion collector channel
and a factor of 2 for the electron channel, respectively. This means
that measured charges for gossamer ring particles need to be in-
creased by a factor of 5 and 2, respectively, to determine the true
impact charges for these channels. Due to the linear dependence
between impact charge and grain mass (Eq. (1)) this leads to an
average shift in grain mass by a factor of 3.5.

In Fig. 10 we show the mass distributions derived for four dif-
ferent regions of the gossamer rings. We include measurements
from: (i) the region between Io’s orbit and the outer edge of the
Thebe Extension (6–3.75RJ), (ii) the Thebe Extension (between
3.75RJ and Thebe’s orbit), (iii) the Thebe ring (between Thebe’s
and Amalthea’s orbit), and (iv) the Amalthea ring (inside Amal-
thea’s orbit). Dust in the outermost of these regions is poorly sam-
pled by the spacecraft and invisible from the ground. Better
statistics exist for dust amongst the Galilean satellites (Grün
et al., 1998; Thiessenhusen et al., 2000; Krivov et al., 2002a,b; Zee-
handelaar and Hamilton, 2007).

To illustrate the significance of the corrections for instrument
aging and for incomplete data transmission, we show both uncor-
rected and corrected histograms. The aging correction shifts the
entire distribution by a factor of 3.5 to higher masses. Coinciden-
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 9. Flow chart illustrating the individual processing steps required to derive mass and number density distributions for the gossamer rings.
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interval on a logarithmic scale so that the aging correction shifts
the mass distribution by one histogram bin. Furthermore, to cor-
rect for incomplete transmission, we calculated a correction factor
from the ratio between the number of counted impacts and the
number of data sets transmitted in a given time interval. We took
into account that the leftmost two bins correspond to AR1, the next
two bins to AR2 and so on. Note that the transmission correction is
most significant in the leftmost two bins (AR1) and nearly negligi-
ble in the other bins.

According to Fig. 10 the largest detected particles have
masses m � 5 � 10�13 kg. Assuming spherical particles with den-
sity q = 1000 kg m�3 (representative of water ice), the corre-
sponding grain radius is s ’ 5 lm. For grain densities of 500
and 2000 kg m�3 the grain radius is 6 and 4 lm, respectively.
Similarly, the smallest mass just exceeding the detection thresh-
old, m � 5 � 10�17 kg, corresponds to s � 0.2 lm. Thus,
0.2 lm [ s [ 5 lm is a plausible size range from the calibration
of the impact charges after correction for electronics aging. This
shows that the size distribution extends to particles one order of
magnitude smaller than derived from ring images. On the other
hand, the largest sizes agree rather well with particle sizes de-
duced from imaging of the gossamer ring (Showalter et al.,
1985; Showalter et al., 2008; de Pater et al., 2008) and Jupiter’s
main ring (Throop et al., 2004; Brooks et al., 2004). The only
other information on ring particle sizes comes from three im-
pacts detected at ring plane crossing by the Pioneer 10 and Pio-
neer 11 spacecraft Humes, 1976. The Pioneer 10 detector was
sensitive to particles larger than about 6 lm while the Pioneer
11 detector was sensitive to particles roughly twice as large;
these early measurements first showed that there was 10 micron
dust in Jupiter’s equatorial plane.
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
Only 20 data sets of impact events were transmitted from the
second ring passage (J35) and this low number does not allow us
to derive statistically meaningful mass distributions for the indi-
vidual ring regions. In addition, the mass calibration of these data
is even more uncertain because of the rapid degradation of the dust
instrument electronics due to accelerated radiation damage very
close to Jupiter (Krüger et al., 2005, their Fig. 2).

It is evident that the mass distribution is very similar in the
faint Thebe ring extension and in the Thebe ring, while it is much
steeper in the Amalthea ring. One has to keep in mind, however,
that this steeper slope is dominated by the leftmost two bins of
the distribution for masses �5 � 10�16–5 � 10�17 kg which re-
quired the largest corrections for noise removal and incomplete
transmission. Although these bins required the largest corrections
we are convinced that the strong excess in small grains is real.

The slopes of the incremental mass distributions (Colwell,
1993) given by D log NðmÞ=D log m / mc (with N(m) being the
number of particles per logarithmic mass interval) for the individ-
ual ring regions are listed in Table 2. While the slopes of the Thebe
ring and Thebe extension are well reproduced by power laws the
slope for the Amalthea ring is poorly described by a power law.

Note that in all histograms the leftmost bin is lower than the
next one at higher masses. This is a well-known effect (Krüger
et al., 2006, their Fig. 6) and is most likely due to the fact that
the sensitivity threshold of the dust instrument may not be sharp.
We therefore did not include the leftmost bin in the fitting of
power law slopes to the mass distributions.

Interestingly, the slopes tend to steepen significantly when
going from the outer to the inner ring regions (although ignoring
the two leftmost bins in the distribution for the Amalthea ring
would make this distribution similar to the one for the Thebe ring).
This is due to the weakening of electromagnetic forces in the vicin-
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 10. Incremental mass distributions per logarithmic mass interval for different regions of the gossamer rings obtained from the first ring passage on 5 November 2002
(A34; 87 particles with velocity error factor VEF <6; Grün et al., 1995). An impact speed of 18 km s�1 was assumed to calculate grain masses from the measured charge
amplitudes (Eq. (1)). The detection threshold for the assumed impact speed is indicated by vertical dotted lines (without instrument aging), and by vertical dashed lines (with
aging correction). Dotted histograms show the distribution with neither corrections for instrument aging nor incomplete data transmission. The solid histograms show the
distribution corrected for both incomplete data transmission (which increases the number in the dotted bins) and instrument aging (which shifts the bins to the right). The
thick solid lines are linear fits to these corrected histograms. The linear fits seem fine for all but the Amalthea ring. The slopes for the mass distributions are given in Table 2.
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ity of synchronous orbit (2.25RJ)—small particles that can be ex-
pelled from the Thebe ring cannot be ejected from the Amalthea
ring (Hamilton and Burns, 1993; Hamilton and Krüger, 2008) lead-
ing to enhanced number densities there.

The power law slopes obtained for the individual ring regions
agree very well with the slopes measured in-situ in impact-gener-
ated dust clouds at the Galilean moons (Krüger et al., 2003), while
they are much flatter than slopes derived for Saturn’s E ring (Kempf
et al., 2008). This indicates that the majority of the detected grains
may be collisional ejecta from hypervelocity impacts onto the sur-
faces of parent bodies embedded in the gossamer rings (mostly
Amalthea and Thebe).

3.4. Dust number density

Each of the impact charge amplitude ranges of the dust instru-
ment corresponds to a factor of 10 in impact charge and, hence, a
factor of 10 in mass (for constant impact speed; cf. Eq. (1)). There-
fore, a number density distribution derived from the accumulators
directly reflects the grain mass distribution. We use this approach
to construct relative grain size distributions in the individual gos-
samer rings without using the dust instrument calibration from the
laboratory. The individual data processing steps are again summa-
rised in Fig. 9.

The dust number density n is proportional to the impact rate
DN/Dt recorded by the dust instrument, and the relation between
both quantities is given by:
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
n ¼ DN
Dt
� 1
v � ASðwÞ

: ð2Þ

AS(w) is the sensor area as a function of the angle w with respect to
the spacecraft spin axis, and v is the grain impact speed. To obtain
impact rates, we separated different ring regions into distance bins
and divided the number of particles DN counted in a given distance
bin by the time Dt Galileo spent in this bin.

In Fig. 11 we show the number densities derived from the accu-
mulators of the four amplitude ranges for the individual gossamer
ring regions. Number densities measured during both gossamer
ring passages agree to within about 50%, except in the region be-
tween Io’s orbit and the outer ring edge. Here the measurements
disagree by a factor of 3 (Fig. 11). Despite the low number of dust
detections in this ring region and the uncertainty due to the noise
removal, we believe that this difference in the number density is
likely real, pointing to azimuthal variations in the dust ring density
itself.

Hamilton and Krüger (2008) have proposed that a shadow res-
onance governs the behavior of the gossamer rings and their Fig. 3
shows that the diffuse outer Thebe ring should be asymmetric and
offset away from the Sun. Such a structure would yield a larger im-
pact flux to a spacecraft approaching from the anti-Sun hemi-
sphere (A34, the first passage) than from the sunward
hemisphere (J35, the second passage)—see Fig. 1. This is in qualita-
tive agreement with the difference in the outermost ring regions
observed here. Moreover, the Hamilton and Krüger model also pre-
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 11. Incremental dust number density distributions per logarithmic mass interval deduced from the accumulators (classes 1–3 taken together after noise removal). Solid
lines show the data for the first gossamer ring passage (A34), dotted lines show those for the second passage on 21 September 2003 (J35). For the Thebe ring, the A34 and J35
data agree quite well, while for the Amalthea ring no J35 data were obtained. Data for the distant ring in panel 1 disagree; possible reasons are discussed in the text. The
assumed grain impact speeds are 18–20 km s�1 and 26–30 km s�1, respectively. The slopes for these number density distributions are given in Table 2.

Table 2
Slopes c of the mass distributions derived in this work for the different ring regions
(1). The Galileo orbits from which these data are derived are indicated. (2) lists the
slope of the mass distribution as derived from the instrument calibration (Fig. 10),
and (3) and (4) the ones obtained from the measured number densities (Fig. 11),
respectively. In column 4 the slope for the region between the outer ring limit and Io’s
orbit is put in parentheses because it is derived from a very low number of detections.
We have put the numbers in column (2) in bold face to emphasize that they are the
most reliable.

Population (1) From calibration From number density

A34 (2) A34 (3) J35 (4)

Amalthea ring �0.76 ± 0.51 �0.42 ± 0.39 —
Thebe ring �0.24 ± 0.13 �0.17 ± 0.18 �0.23 ± 0.42
Thebe ring extension �0.31 ± 0.16 �0.22 ± 0.22 �0.20 ± 0.28
Io to ring limit �0.09 ± 0.18 �0.01 ± 0.09 (�0.30 ± 0.00)
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Udicts that larger particles should not spread very far outward from
their Thebe and Amalthea sources in agreement with the lack of
AR4 grains in Fig. 11 beyond the outer visible edge of the Thebe
ring.

Total number densities obtained by adding the values for each
histogram bin in each panel are given in Table 3. These values take
into account the sensor target only. If we assume that the sensitiv-
ity of the side wall is the same as that of the target, the number
densities derived from the first ring passage are lower by about
50% while those for the second passage are reduced by only about
10%. This leads to somewhat better agreement between the two
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
passages. For the mass densities given in Table 3 we have assumed
spherical grains with density 1000 kg m�3.

In Table 3 we also give number densities for dust populations
detected by Galileo beyond the orbit of Io. Number densities de-
rived for the various ring regions smoothly drop with increasing
jovicentric distance, showing that Jupiter’s faint ring system fills
the entire space from the gossamer rings close to Jupiter out to
the region of the Galilean moons and beyond.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison of in-situ data and remote imaging

From optical imaging, ring particle size distributions can be
estimated by making assumptions about grain optical properties
including the real and imaginary components of the index of
refraction and roughness parameters. Similarly, deriving size dis-
tributions from the Galileo dust impact data requires assumptions
about instrument aging and impact velocities. When both optical
and in-situ data are available, a new hybrid method for determin-
ing sizes is possible.

The new method has the advantage of depending only on well-
measured quantities: the ring normal optical depth, s, the ring’s
vertical extension, H, both derived from imaging, and the number
density, n, measured in-situ. In particular, this calculation is inde-
pendent of the mass calibration of the dust instrument. Relevant
ring properties are given in Table 4. The optical depth has the big-
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Table 4
Properties of the gossamer rings as obtained from imaging observations (Showalter
et al., 1985; Ockert-Bell et al., 1999; de Pater et al., 1999).

Amalthea ring Thebe ring Uncertainty

Normal optical depth s 10�7 3 � 10�8 Factor of 5
Ring half-thickness H 1300 km 4400 km ±100 km

Table 3
Physical parameters of dust populations (1) detected in-situ at Jupiter. (2) lists the radial distance range where the particles were detected, (3) gives typical particle radii
assuming spherical particles, (4) and (5) give the derived particle number densities and mass densities in space, respectively, (6) lists the dust mass contained in small particles
(0.2–5 lm), and (7) gives references.

Population (1) Jovicentric distance
(RJ) (2)

Particle radii
(lm) (3)

Number density
(km�3) (4)

Mass density
(kg m�3) (5)

Dust mass in small grains
(kg) (6)

Reference (7)

Amalthea ring 2.33–2.54 0.2–5 �2 � 106 �4 � 10�18 �106 This work
Thebe ring 2.54–3.1 0.2–5 �3 � 105 � 10�18 �2 � 106 This work
Thebe ring

extension
3.1–3.75 0.2–5 �105 � 4 � 10�19 �106 This work

Io to ring limit 3.75–6 0.2–2 �5 � 103 �5 � 10�21 �5 � 104 This work
Galilean ring 10–30 0.6–3 102–103 10�21–10�20 Krivov et al. (2002a)
Captured particles 10–20 0.5–1.5 �102 �10�21 Thiessenhusen et al.

(2000)
Distant ring P50 1–2 �101 � 10�22 Krivov et al. (2002b)
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gest error bar whereas the ring’s vertical extension is rather well
known. Furthermore, imaging shows that the rings are most tenu-
ous near-Jupiter’s equatorial plane and densest near their vertical
limits (Ockert-Bell et al., 1999; de Pater et al., 1999). A recent
ground-based determination of the optical depth by de Pater
et al. (2008) is a factor of 5 above the Showalter et al. (2008) values
used here. The latter values are more relevant for our purposes as
the particle populations that they probe are closer to those sam-
pled by the dust detector.

The typical ring particle radius can be expressed as

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s
2pHnopt

r
: ð3Þ

Here, nopt is the number density measured in-situ of grains domi-
nating the optical cross-section. But what should we use for nopt?
Summing over all amplitude ranges yields the number densities gi-
ven in Table 3 and an effective grain radius s � 2 lm. In this simple
analysis all measured particle sizes contribute to the optical cross-
section.

For a more realistic calculation we have to take into account
that imaging is most sensitive to those particles which have the
largest cross-section for reflecting light. Using the fact that ampli-
tude ranges AR1-4 correspond to a factor of 1000 in mass (100 in
area), Fig. 12 shows the relative contribution of the four amplitude
ranges to the optical cross-section. In all ring regions the biggest
contribution to the optical depth comes from the biggest grains
(AR4), even though the smallest ones (AR1) dominate the number
density. Thus, a better choice for nopt is to use AR4 only.

Now taking the number densities from Fig. 11 for AR4 only, the
derived grain radii are s � 5 lm for the Thebe ring and �10 lm for
the Amalthea ring, respectively. In order to estimate the uncer-
tainty in these grain sizes, one has to take into account the uncer-
tainties in the imaging observations and in-situ measurements
alike. The uncertainty in the imaging is dominated by that of the
optical depth s which is about a factor of 5 (Table 4; the uncer-
tainty of the ring half-thickness H is below 10%). For the in-situ
measurements it is the uncertainty in the highest channels, AR4,
which counts here. Given that AR4 needs at most a small noise cor-
rection (Section 3.1), we think that the uncertainty in this correc-
tion is much less than a factor of two. Adding another factor of
two for the statistical uncertainty due to the low number of dust
impacts, the overall uncertainty in the number density is about a
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
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Ofactor of 3. This leads to an uncertainty in the grain radii which

is about a factor of 4.
These grain sizes derived from Eq. (3) and the number densities

in AR4 are consistent with the optical measurements Showalter
et al., 2008; de Pater et al., 2008, and they agree within about a fac-
tor of 2 with the biggest sizes obtained from the calibrated in-situ
data. Given the overall uncertainties of the dust instrument cali-
bration and the calculation of the optical depths, the agreement
between all of these methods is quite satisfactory.

An interesting quantity that we can derive from our analysis is
the relative contribution of grains on inclined orbits to the number
density and, hence, to the optical depth. Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that
about 20% of the measured grains are incompatible with unin-
clined orbits, requiring an inclination of 20� or greater. This implies
that in the ring plane these grains contribute about 20% to the total
number density of dust larger than approximately 0.2 lm. Their
contribution to the optical depth, however, is somewhat lower be-
cause most of these grains are sub-micron in size. Fig. 12 shows
that the contribution of the sub-micron grains (AR1 and AR2) to
the total cross-section is typically about 5%, rising in the Amalthea
ring to perhaps 20%. This implies that the grains on inclined orbits
contribute on the order of 1–4% to the total optical depth, the lar-
ger value being applicable to the Amalthea ring. This small per-
centage is well below the limits of detectability with today’s
imaging techniques, especially considering the fact that these
grains would be spread over a range approximately 20 times great-
er that the vertical extent of the Thebe ring.

4.2. Grain size distributions

In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we determined the grain mass distribu-
tions in two different ways. Both analyses produced the steepest dis-
tributions in the Amalthea ring while further away from Jupiter the
distributions are much flatter. However, the slopes derived from the
number density distributions (Section 3.4) are somewhat flatter
than those obtained from the mass distributions (Section 3.3, see
also Table 2). These flatter slopes are probably due to an unsharp
detection threshold of the dust instrument (Krüger et al., 2006),
leading to an unrealistically depleted leftmost mass bin for the
smallest particles (Fig. 10). In order to get an estimate of the influ-
ence of this effect on the slopes derived from the number densities,
we recalculated the mass distributions by including all bins in the
fit: the mass distributions became flatter, except for the Amalthea
ring (see below), and they agreed very well with the slopes derived
from the number densities. This supports our contention that the
leftmost mass bin is incomplete and should be ignored as we do in
our derivation of column 2 of Table 2. We therefore conclude that
the slopes of the mass distributions obtained from the instrument
calibration are a better measure of the true distributions in the ring
than those derived from the number densities.
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 12. Normalised relative cross-section of dust particles deduced from the accumulators (class 1–3 taken together). Solid lines show the data for the first gossamer ring
passage (A34) and dotted lines show those for the second passage on 21 September 2003 (J35). These panels show that the large AR4 grains dominate the optical depth in all
ring components. Note that since the sum of all bins in each histogram is normalised to one, the heights of the solid and dotted histograms cannot be directly compared.
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�0.63 ± 0.43 which is somewhat steeper than the slope obtained
from the number density (�0.42 ± 0.39). This may indicate that
the correction for incomplete transmission for the Amalthea ring
(which mostly affects the two left-most bins in the mass distribu-
tion) is too strong. More likely, this mismatch simply means that
the Amalthea distributions are not well fit by simple power law
distributions as can be clearly seen in the figures.

Showalter et al. (2008) derived a size distribution for the Amal-
thea ring which is brightest in imaging. They get a power law slope
of �2 to �2.5 in the size range 4–30 lm. Therefore, the in-situ
measurements and the imaging results complement each other
with only little overlap in the sensitive size range. Furthermore, a
size distribution for the main jovian ring was recently determined
from Galileo observations by Brooks et al. (2004). They find a
power law slope of �2.0 ± 0.3 for particles below �15 lm and a
transition to a power law with slope �5.0 ± 1.5 at larger sizes.

In Fig. 13 we compare these distributions with our in-situ mea-
surements. Note that the size distribution for the Amalthea ring
derived from our in-situ measurements for the small grains agrees
very well with the one obtained from images for large grains. Be-
yond Amalthea’s orbit the size distribution for submicron grains
becomes flatter while little is known about the abundance of grains
bigger than 5 lm in these regions.

Fig. 13 is the most complete compilation of the grain size distri-
butions in the jovian ring system presently available. It is obvious
that even though the small submicron particles are the most abun-
dant in the rings (top panel), the largest contribution to the total
ring mass comes from the bigger grains above 10 lm (bottom pa-
nel; see also Section 4.3).
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
4.3. Total ring mass

From the number density measured in-situ in the rings (Fig. 11)
and the known ring volume, we calculate the entire ring dust mass
contained in the small particles (0.2–5 lm). Taking the dimensions
of the Amalthea and Thebe rings given in Table 4 and noting that
the average density near the midplane is half that of the vertical
extremes, the total mass in each of these two gossamer ring com-
ponents is a few 106 kg. Note that here we have assumed a smooth
dust distribution inward of the source moons. If we take into ac-
count that both the Amalthea (de Pater et al., 2008) and Thebe
rings are confined to the regions just interior to their bounding sat-
ellites, the derived dust masses become somewhat lower (by a fac-
tor of 2–3). For the Thebe ring extension we find a similar value of
about 106 kg of dust, assuming that this ring has the same vertical
extension as the Thebe ring itself. The ring masses for the Thebe
ring and Thebe ring extension derived from Galileo’s two indepen-
dent ring passages agree to within 15%. For the ring region be-
tween the outer edge of the Thebe ring extension and Io’s orbit
we assumed the same vertical extension as for the Thebe ring
extension. Note, however, that there is no optical data available
for this region and dynamical simulations show that the ring is
likely further extended. Therefore, the derived ring mass of
�5 � 104 kg is a lower limit. Furthermore, the two ring passages
give results that differ by a factor of three as discussed in Section
3.4. This is probably due to the very asymmetric shape of the out-
ermost ring Hamilton and Krüger, 2008. We collect these numbers
in Table 3.

The bottom panel of Fig. 13 shows that the small grains mea-
sured in-situ represent only a minor fraction of the total ring mass
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 13. Relative grain size distributions per logarithmic size interval for the
gossamer rings derived in this work (four solid lines) compared with the Galileo
imaging results of Showalter et al. (2008, dashed lines). The Cassini imaging results
from the main jovian ring fit by Brooks et al. (2004, dotted lines) are overplotted for
reference. The vertical axis is in arbitrary units and the curves are shifted so that
they all fit together at 3 lm. In each panel, the solid lines refer to—from top to
bottom—the Amalthea ring (‘Am’), the Thebe ring (‘Th’), the Thebe extension (‘Th
Ext’) and the region between the outer ring edge and Io’s orbit (‘Io to Ring’),
respectively. Finally, we show the Galileo dust data for Amalthea as a histogram
since it departs so dramatically from a power law. Top panel: relative number
density of particles in the ring; Middle panel: relative cross-sectional area of the
ring; Bottom panel: relative ring mass density.
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Rcontained in the dust: Assuming that the size distribution for opti-
cally visible grains in the size range 4–30 lm measured by Show-
alter et al. (2008) is valid for all gossamer rings, the total ring mass
is increased by a factor of �30 over the values for small particles
that we list in Table 3. Similarly, if we take the bimodal size distri-
bution derived for the main jovian ring by Brooks et al. (2004) in
the size range 0.1–100 lm, the gossamer ring mass increases by
a factor of �25. There is evidence for even more mass at still great-
er sizes (Showalter et al., 2008).

4.4. Grain dynamics

The interesting properties of the gossamer rings can be most
easily explained with the shadow resonance model of Hamilton
and Krüger (2008). We briefly summarize their model here, making
explicit connections to the observations that we have discussed
above. The shadow resonance is an electromagnetic effect that oc-
curs when a dust grain enters Jupiter’s shadow, photoelectric
charging by solar radiation switches off, and the grain’s electric po-
tential decreases. This leads to an oscillating particle charge due to
the switch on and off of photoelectric charging on the day and
night side of the planet (shadow resonance). It changes the electro-
Please cite this article in press as: Krüger, H., et al. Galileo in-situ dust
j.icarus.2009.03.040
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magnetic force acting on the particle and results in coupled oscil-
lations of the orbital eccentricity and semimajor axis. The
oscillations cause the rings to extend significantly outward, but
only slightly inward, of their source moons while preserving their
vertical thicknesses. This is exactly what is observed for the Thebe
ring extension. Furthermore, it leads to longitudinally asymmetric
gossamer rings, offset from the Sun for positive grain charges
which may be the cause of the number density differences mea-
sured between 6 and 3.75RJ for the two ring passages (Fig. 11). Fur-
thermore, in the absence of a dissipative drag force, the model
implies a lack of material inside a certain distance from Jupiter. If
most ring material is reabsorbed by the satellites before drag forces
can draw it inward, this would create the gap interior to Thebe that
is visible in the rate plots in Fig. 5. de Pater et al. (2008) and Show-
alter et al. (2008) also see evidence for a dropoff of number density
interior to Thebe’s orbit.

An additional feature of the Galileo gossamer ring data is the
likely detection of particles on high inclination orbits. The possibil-
ity that spurious events, such as impacts into the detector wall or
the magnetometer boom, masquerade as particles with high incli-
nations can be most likely ruled out. Searching for a physical expla-
nation, the findings are consistent with grains being driven to large
inclinations by the shadow resonance as well (Hamilton and Krü-
ger, 2008). The grains would form a halo of material faint enough
to be invisible to imaging, but populated enough to be detected
by direct impacts onto the Galileo sensor. Showalter et al. (2008)
also see indications for a broadening of the inclinations in the
Thebe ring, although only to a few degrees above and below the
ring plane. Our size distribution extends to an order of magnitude
smaller grains than the smallest grains detected by the images and,
thus, the expectation that smaller grains should be more sensitive
to the shadow resonance and thus on higher inclination orbits
would be consistent with our Galileo in-situ data. One would also
expect the smaller grains to show a wider distribution in rotation
angles than the bigger ones which they in fact do; the impacts
measured in AR4 during the A34 passage can mostly be explained
with uninclined circular orbits while the smaller particles of AR1
and AR3 need orbit inclinations up to 20�. The more sparse J35 data
do not show this same trend, although this may be at least partially
due to poor statistics.

Electromagnetic forces in general and the shadow resonance in
particular seem to be crucial for determining the structure and
dust transport in Jupiter’s tenuous gossamer rings. Because dust
from a single source is dispersed just slightly inside but widely out-
side the source, a similar mechanism may also be responsible for
the wide outward extension of Saturn’s E ring recently detected
with the Cassini dust instrument out to at least 18RS (Srama
et al., 2006, Saturn radius RS = 60,280 km). Furthermore a large ver-
tical extension recently seen on Cassini images (Ingersoll et al.,
2007) is likely due to similar electromagnetic effects.

5. Conclusions

The Galileo in-situ dust detector made the first successful mea-
surements of submicron and micron-sized dust impacts in Jupiter’s
gossamer rings during two ring passages of the spacecraft in 2002
and 2003. Dust impacts were measured in all three regions of the
gossamer rings which had been previously identified on optical
images. The region between Io’s orbit and the outer limit of the
faint Thebe extension, where the ring is invisible to imaging, was
also explored. The data from the two ring passages allow for the
first actual comparison of in-situ dust measurements with the
properties inferred from inverting optical images.

The measured impact rate profile shows a drop immediately
interior to Thebe’s orbit and the grain impact directions extend over
a significantly wider range than expected for grains moving about
measurements in Jupiter’s gossamer rings. Icarus (2009), doi:10.1016/
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Jupiter on uninclined circular orbits. In fact, inclinations up to 20� ni-
cely explain the measured impact directions for most grains. We
investigated the idea that spurious events, such as impacts onto
the magnetometer boom, masquerade as particles with high incli-
nations, and are convinced that such explanations can be ruled out.

The wide range in impact directions can be explained by a sha-
dow resonance caused by varying particle charge on the day and
night side of Jupiter, driving particles onto high inclination orbits.
They form a halo of material faint enough to be invisible to imag-
ing, but populated enough to be detectable with the Galileo sensor.
The faint gossamer ring extension previously imaged to about
3.75RJ was detected out to at least 5RJ, indicating that ejecta from
Thebe spread much further and particle orbits get higher eccentric-
ities than previously known. Both the gap in the ring and the faint
ring extension indicate that the grain dynamics is strongly influ-
enced by electromagnetic forces.

The measured grain sizes range from about 0.2 to 5 lm, their
abundance increasing towards smaller particles. Our measure-
ments extend the known size distribution for the gossamer rings
by a factor of ten towards smaller particles than previously derived
from imaging. Within the measurement uncertainties, particles
contributing most to the optical cross-section are about 5 lm in ra-
dius, in agreement with imaging results. The grain size distribution
is consistent with the majority of grains being generated by hyper-
velocity impacts onto the surfaces of the moons orbiting Jupiter in
the gossamer ring region. While the small particles detected in-situ
are the most abundant by number, at least an order of magnitude
more mass is contained in particles larger than 5 lm which—be-
cause of their large surface areas—also dominate ring images. The
size distributions of grains measured in the gossamer rings gradu-
ally flatten with increasing distance from Jupiter due to the more
efficient electromagnetically-induced escape of more distant
grains (Hamilton and Burns, 1993; Hamilton and Krüger, 2008).

The Galileo in-situ measurements obtained throughout the jo-
vian magnetosphere show that the dust densities in Jupiter’s faint
ring system more or less continuously drop from the region of the
gossamer rings close to Jupiter out to the Galilean moons and be-
yond. While the inner ring regions (1–3.5RJ) can be clearly seen
with imaging techniques, only in-situ spacecraft can presently de-
tect the much fainter dust that permeates near jovian space.
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